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Abstract. Smartphone is nowadays the most prevalent computer system, thus a
lot of attention from academia and industries has been put to evaluate its quality
of use. However, Smartphone has more complex interaction modes and usage
scenarios than PC and laptop. And therefore assessing its quality using a con-
ventional usability evaluation is not sufficient. Meanwhile, the mental load
serves as an acknowledged index of effort that operators have put in human-
machine interaction, especially under high-demanding context. Mental load
contains a set of parameters in multiple dimensions, such as primitive task
performance, biological measurement(s) and subjective mental load scale, which
assesses the efforts of tasks under a particular environment and operating con-
ditions. Thus, it is suitable for evaluating complex mental work, and may
indicate the use of Smartphones.
The aim of this paper is to apply a multi-dimensional method to assess the

mental load of users, and find out which measurement(s) is the most suitable one
to evaluate the efforts for using a smartphone. During this study, the effort on
conducting tasks with four difficulty levels were assessed using measurements in
three dimensions, which were (1) user performance (task accomplishment and
secondary task), (2) subjective rating (NASA-TLX scale) and (3) physiological
function (EDA). The values of these measurements were compared across
novice, average and skilled users. The results show that: task duration and
number of usability error are significantly related with mental load and change
with the difficulty level of tasks; in subjective rating,Mental Demand, Effort and
Frustration were highly related with mental load.

Keywords: Mental load evaluation � Usability � Smartphone

1 Introduction

1.1 Quality of Use

Usability is an international standard for evaluating quality of use of computer systems,
which is widely applied on vertical display terminals (VDTs). The first international
standard mentioned usability is ISO/IEC 9126, which described “usability” as an index
for assessing software quality from users’ perspective, and it should include
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understandability, learnability, operability and attractiveness [1]. The acknowledged
definition of “usability” is from ISO 9241, which defines usability as “The effective-
ness, efficiency and satisfaction with which specified users achieve specified goals in
particular environments” [2]. Though ISO 9241 did not regulate a uniform test method
of these usability parameters, but it suggested the number of usability errors and task
duration as variables for effectiveness and efficiency of a computer system. Li found
that in real environment user’s behaviours often not conform to the action phases of
Robicon model from motivational psychology. Thus, he suggested a compound user
model [3], which is composed of cognitive and action errors that users make when
performing a task, to evaluate the quality of use. However, the prevalence of Smart-
phone gave computational terminals more mobility and flexibilities under variable
scenarios, while the conventional user testing mainly focus on static and single task
setting, thus makes the usability evaluation of them more difficult.

According to ISO 9241-11, the cognitive demand in human-computer dialogue,
also known as Mental Load, influences the usability, an therefore suggests a mental
load evaluation method [2]. However, mental load measurement is not widely adopted
on user interface evaluation. It is probably because of the complexity of mental
workload measurement [4]. Mental load (ML) originates from the 1960s to evaluate
complicated operation system of aircraft in a high-speed environment. In the 1980s, an
integrated system of methodology on mental load measurement started establishing [5].
ML measured the efforts of operators when they execute tasks in specific environments
and operational affordances. The researches on ML mainly focus on operation of
aviation tasks and vehicle driving, in order to assess usability of man-machine inter-
action in these systems [6, 7]. Since the Smartphone currently integrated more and
more multi-task functions, and often used under dynamic environment, the mental
effort of the usage of a Smartphone could be comparable with the dual-task diagram on
driving or flying a plane.

1.2 Mental Load Measurements

Because of the complexity of ML, in last three decades many measurements for ML
were developed, which could be classified into three dimensions [8]:

Behaviour Measurements. They assess the behavioural performance of the operators,
to estimate operators’ mental capacity objectively. Primitive task performance is often
solely applied, or combined with secondary task(s) to measure the entire mental con-
sumption of users [13, 14].

Subjective Measurements. They consist of structured or non- structured questions to
probe ML perceived by the operators. Self-report, Cooper-Harper Questionnaire,
NASA-TLX Questionnaire, SWAT Questionnaire, MRQ are widely applied methods
for subjective measurement [9–12]. NASA-TLX proved to be reasonably easy to use
and reliably sensitive in various experimental settings in last twenty years [11].

Physiological Function Measurements. They are based on the symptoms that mental
effort influences on physiological processes, such as oxygen consumption of brain [15],
eye-blink and pupil dilation [16], p-wave of heart beat [17] and muscle tension [18].
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Electrodermal Activity (EDA) was proved being sensitive to measure stress level [19]
and often used in medical settings like nursery tasks [20]. Currently a wearable sensor,
Affectiva Q sensor 2.0, can measure and record the EDA without interrupting of daily
activities and causing discomfort [21].

Each category of methods measures a specific aspect of ML with one or two dozen
of different parameters [4], so ML research in the last ten years developed multi-
dimensional models to integrate these different methods, and these models usually base
on expert rating, neural network and Multiple Resource Theory [22].

1.3 Mental Load Evaluation with Computer Systems

Currently, ML evaluation on human-computer interaction mainly focuses on VDTs.
For instance, ML of arithmetic task on visual display terminal was firstly measured in
2006 [23]. Li et al. analyzed interaction ML in internet search and dual-task diagram in
2009, and combined factor analysis, back propagation neural network and self-
organized neural network to establish a synthesis assessment model [24]. A 20-task
navigation usability test and post-test NASA-TLX were applied to compare the ML of
enhanced sound menu and visual menu on mobile terminal [25]. The electrodermal
activity, electrocardiogram, photoplethysmo-graphy electroencephalogram were used
as ML indicators for web browsing task [26]. According to these research cases, it is
common to test typical tasks of a computer system with about 30 student participants
under lab environment for Smartphone ML assessment.

The purpose of this experiment is to explore a comprehensive method for Smart-
phone ML, and compare different measurements to find out easy-to-use and sensitive
indexes.

2 Method

2.1 Participants

This study was conducted with 33 college students (8 females, 25 males; average age
20.1, SD = 1.3), who received course credits for their participation. Participants sep-
arated into three groups: Novice, Average and Skilled users, according to a pre-test
questionnaire on their knowledge on Smartphone usage [27], as shown in Table 1.

The conditions of the pre-test was setting functions into levels easy, medium, hard
and top by the degree of difficulty and frequency of usage. Then participants were

Table 1. Participants in three groups according to smartphone using proficiency

User group Male Female In-total

Novice 2 3 5
Average 14 4 18
Skilled 9 1 10
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asked to fill in a questionnaire containing the questions on their experience in number
of years of smartphone using and the different functions they know, in order to
determine in which user group they belonged.

2.2 Research Design

The usage of Smartphone is a process of cognitive action, which mainly depends on
user’s perception and thinking abilities [5], so the ML supposed to including four main
dimensions: (1) primitive performance measurement from usability test, (2) secondary
tasks performance as environmental interference, (3) subjective ML scoring and
(4) stress level from Electrodermal Activity (EDA).

The method from Donnell was applied on selecting secondary tasks and evaluated
them with five indexes (sensitivity, diagnosis, interference, demands of manipulation
and acceptance of operator) [28], see Table 2. The difficulty gradient between four
main tasks was also checked in this pilot test. After analyzing validity and reliability of
the pilot test, the experiment design was modified.

Error record of the observing researcher indicated the standard usage and alterna-
tive paths as criteria to record the usability problems.

2.3 Measurements

According to the Compound User Model [3], participants separated in novice, average
and skilled user groups based on their experience. The novice users have less than a
half year experience; the average users have around one and half year experience and
know the basic functions of the Smartphone OS; the skilled users should have at least
three years of experience and have knowledge on advance functions in
Smartphone OS.

The ML of Smartphone was evaluated using the following categories of mea-
surements [29]:

Table 2. Secondary task comparison in pilot test

Secondary
tasks

Sensitive Diagnosis Interference Demands of
manipulation

Acceptance
of operator

Beat rhythm − + ○ − ○
Time estimate ○ − − ○ ○
Words
memory

○ − − ○ ○

Mental
calculation

+ − − − ○

Random
number
memory

− + ○ − +

Note: “−” means unsuitable; “○” means neutral; “+” means suitable.
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Performance of Use. Users make errors during using which may indicate that inter-
face design challenges the cognitive and action capabilities of users. Besides, these
errors also prolong the task duration. Thus, the number of usability error and the task
duration are parameters of primitive task performance.

Secondary Tasks. The secondary task was Random Number Memory (RNM), which
is asking the participants remember a set of random digits in less than one minute and
recall them after task. Since chosen as secondary task, Random Number Memory
(RNM) indicates the capability of short-term memory, which represents mental
resource occupation of human brain. The fewer the memory of numbers after operation,
it means the larger mental resource occupation of the just finished task. The less the
digits remembered, the larger the mental load is.

Subjective Rating. NASA-TLX is a widely applied questionnaire to indicate general
mental load with mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance,
effort and frustration indexes. It measures the ML perceived by operators. A higher
score means a higher perceived subjective ML.

Physiological Function. Electrodermal Activity (EDA) closely relates to stress in
mind, so EDA (in l Siemens) represents the degree of nervous excitement and alertness
levels. Thus, it could imply the degree of attention. Higher EDA means more con-
centrated mind status.

The basic assumption is that when the task difficulty increases, the user’s mental
load increases, causing an increase in the number of usability errors, a longer task
duration, decline in short-term memory, increased EDA values, and higher score on
mental demand, temporal demand, effort and frustration of NASA-TLX.

Moreover, users with different usage proficiency will show a different mental load
distribution in four main tasks, that is: The novice users could have a higher ML than
other user groups in all main tasks; the average users might have higher ML in and
above medium tasks; skilled users may only experience high ML with high and top
main tasks.

2.4 Tasks

In this study, the experiment conducted with fixed posture under a quiet indoor
environment for easier operation and better experiment control [4]. At first, the par-
ticipants attended a pre-test interview about their experience on Smartphone, mental
and physical status, personality type, environmental distractions (e.g. ambient noise),
and the inform consent alike. Then, they needed to wear Affectiva Q sensor 2.0 on
his/her distal forearm, and relaxed in five minutes to get stable physiological signal
(EDA at 32 Hz) as their baseline. Before the test started, the participants asked to
remember seven random digits, and the number of correct answers was recorded as a
benchmark of RNM. At last, they received an introduction on how to fill NASA-TLX
Questionnaire and learn the basic configuration of the test device (Samsung Galaxy S
III with Android 4.1 OS).

The experiment contained 17 fundamental functions of smartphone OS, which were
divided into four main tasks from low, medium, high to top difficulty levels. Each main
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task included 3–5 sub-tasks, e.g. “save the missed call and name it as XX”. Thus, the
participants could finish each task chain in a similar duration, if they have no usability
problem in their operation. Moreover, the design of task chains ensured that these
features have no significant overlap in the operation path. The various interface ele-
ments of the smartphone operating system (e.g. functions, meta-interactions, icons,
controls, interface structure) distributed relative evenly across each chain.

Each participant finished all main tasks in random sequence on the test device.
When the participants were conducting the tasks, the researchers recorded their number
of usability errors and task duration of each main task. Each main task was followed by
a new set of RNM task. When participants completed the RNM task, they evaluated
their subjective mental load of this main task using NASA-TLX questionnaire. There
was a three-minute break between each main task. The total experiment lasted between
20 and 30 min.

3 Results of Experiment

3.1 User Performance

Task durations across main tasks with different difficulty level were compared and it
was found out that task duration was increased at level of hard (shown in Table 3).
The SD values of time duration were increasing on primitive performance across main
tasks.

The differences in duration between low and other main tasks were all significant
(p < 0.01); the differences between top and all other main task were significant too
(p < 0.05, paired samples T-test shown in Table 4).

Figure 1 shows that task duration across different users increased, when the main
tasks became more difficult. The duration of the novices grew fastest. However, there

Table 3. Task duration in different task level

Task duration Low Medium High Top

Mean 156.37 233.37 256.00 322.11
SD 56.26 92.52 101.78 177.99
SE 10.83 17.81 19.59 34.26

Table 4. Task duration paired sample T-test in four chains

Low Medium High Top

Low − 77.00** 99.63** 165.74**
Medium – 22.63 88.74*
High – 66.11*
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are only significant difference between novice and skilled users on top main task (mean
difference 255.35, at p < 0.05 in one-way ANOVA).

As shown in Fig. 2, all users made more errors with the increasing difficulty of the
main tasks (p < 0.01 in two-way t-test). The number of usability errors between novice
and skilled users was significantly different, and the value between average and skilled
users alike (p < 0.05 in paired t-test). For the skilled users, their error counts highly
related to their task duration (Pearson rSut = 0.99). In general, the number of usability
errors and task duration had medium correlation (Pearson rut = 0.69).

3.2 Secondary Task

The pre-test and post-test numbers of RNM in different user groups were compared
across main task (see Table 5 Memory ability pre and post each main task). The
memory of novice and average users increased in lower level tasks, while decreased
slightly after main tasks that were more difficult. The memory of skilled users just
decreased evenly after the main tasks.

With the increasing difficulty, the RNM value decreased slightly (see Table 6), as
subjective ML score also shown below.

3.3 Subjective Mental Load

The scores of skilled users were significantly higher than the novice and average users
as shown in Table 7 (p < 0.01). The values of the physical demand index were sig-
nificantly lower than other indexes, while the performance values were significantly the
highest (p < 0.05 in t-test).

Low Medium High Top

Novice 169.00 260.00 326.00 504.25

Average 169.69 240.00 248.23 322.38

Skilled 134.00 214.10 237.90 248.90
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400.00
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tasks

Fig. 1. Task durations of three users group across four chains.
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As shown in Fig. 3, though the physical demand was low in Smartphone tasks, it
still highly correlated to mental demand (Pearson rmdpd = 0.90).

Low Medium High Top

Novice 1.80 4.00 4.40 3.60

Average 1.11 3.56 3.11 4.17

Skilled 0.40 2.60 3.00 3.33

0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Av
er

ag
e 

er
ro

r n
um
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r

Numbers of usability errors occured in different 
main tasks

Fig. 2. The number of usability errors occurred in four main tasks.

Table 5. Memory ability pre and post each main task

User groups Pre-task Low Medium High Top

Novice 4.80 5.20 4.60 3.80 4.40
Average 4.67 5.17 3.78 3.67 4.22
Skilled 5.40 4.10 4.20 4.20 4.30

Table 6. The proportion of users who has memory decline in three user groups

The proportion of users Low Medium High Top

Novice (%) 20.00 60.00 60.00 40.00
Average (%) 31.58 57.89 47.37 42.11
Skilled (%) 44.44 56.56 56.56 4.44

Table 7. NASA-TLX score of three user groups

Mental
demand

Physical
demand

Effort Frustration Temporal
demand

Performance

Novice 3.05 2.33 3.28 2.98 3.23 3.98
Average 3.50 2.72 3.40 2.90 3.61 4.32
Skilled 4.11 3.38 4.53 3.77 4.90 5.33
Average 3.56 2.81* 3.73 3.21 3.91 4.54*
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On mental demand, frustration, effort and physical demand, the skilled user’s
subjective mental load increased slightly, when the main tasks became more difficult,
as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Moreover, the skilled user’s values on all these indexes
highly related to the number of usability errors (Pearson rSmd = 0.95, Pearson rSf =
0.95, Pearson rSe = 0.85, Pearson rSpm = 0.79).

The subjective mental load of both novice and skilled users fluctuated slightly
across different main tasks. Similar to the skilled users, mental demand of average and
novice users also highly related to their number of usability errors (Pearson rAmd =
0.99, Pearson rNmd = 0.95). The novice user’s physical demand and their number of
usability errors was also highly correlated (Pearson rNpd = 0.97).

In general, the effort and frustration were relative highly correlated among users, as
shown in Fig. 4 (Pearson ref = 0.87). However, only for the skilled and average users,
their effort and frustration had high correlation to their number of usability errors
(Pearson rAe = 0.96, Pearson rAf = 0.99).

L M H T
Novice 1.60 3.40 3.60 3.60
Average 2.92 3.72 3.56 3.81
Skilled 3.39 4.22 4.56 4.28

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

6.00
Mental Demand across main tasks

L M H T
Novice 1.20 3.10 2.30 2.70
Average 2.36 3.33 2.36 2.81
Skilled 2.72 3.72 3.78 3.28

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

6.00
Physical Demand across main 

tasks

Fig. 3. The mental and physical demand of three user groups.

L M H T
Novice 2.50 2.70 4.60 3.30
Averag

e 2.56 3.75 3.39 3.89

Skilled 3.72 4.83 5.06 4.50

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

6.00
Effort across main tasks

L M H T
Novice 2.20 2.30 3.60 3.80
Averag

e 2.00 2.92 3.00 3.69

Skilled 2.61 3.89 4.50 4.06

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

6.00
Frustra on across main tasks

Fig. 4. The effort and frustration demand of three user groups.
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Like mental demand, temporal demand had also high correlation with the number
of usability errors across different users (Pearson rStd = 0.94, Pearson rAtd = 0.82,
Pearson rNtd = 0.88). However, the users rated their performance relatively low for
simpler task chains, which was negatively related to their number of usability errors
(Pearson rp = −0.81). Detailed data is shown in Fig. 5.

3.4 Electrodermal Activity Values (EDA)

The value of the user’s EDA varied from 0.04 to 24.91 ls, so the average EDA in
different main tasks did not show significant difference across three user groups.
Therefore, the minimal and maximal points of EDA were picked up in each main task.
Although individual differences are large, but we can see a slow rise on EDA after
difficulty increased (Fig. 6). Only at the minimal EDA level, the novice and skilled user
show significant differences (p < 0.05 in t-test). Besides, there were also significant
differences in low-high comparison and low-top comparison (p < 0.05 in t-test). The
minimal EDA values had weak correlation (Pearson reda = 0.30) to the number of
usability errors.

4 Discussion

Comparison of Secondary Task Methods. This study rated five secondary tasks in a
pilot study, including beat rhythm, time estimate, words memory, mental calculation
and random number memory, according to sensitivity, diagnosis, interference, demands
of manipulation and acceptance of operators in a pilot test. The RNM had the highest
acceptance value of operator. Therefore, it was chosen in order to control the mental
load of the secondary task itself.

User Performance. In difficult main tasks, the novice users reduced their operating
speed in order to avoid the errors. In the top task chain, because the novices consumed
much more time, carefully learning concepts of advance functions at first, their task

L M H T

Novice 1.40 2.90 4.60 4.00

Average 3.11 3.50 3.44 4.39

Skilled 3.61 5.39 5.44 5.17

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

6.00
Temporal Demand across main 

tasks

L M H T

Novice 4.70 3.70 3.70 3.80

Average 4.97 4.19 4.36 3.75

Skilled 5.94 4.94 5.11 5.33

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

6.00

Performance across main tasks

Fig. 5. The temporal demand and performance of three user groups.
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duration increased very fast whereas the number of usability errors dropped. Moreover,
the average user made more errors in medium level than high level, but not consumed
much more time. This indicates that they feel confident adopting the “trial and error”
strategy in familiar operation and could find the correct path fast. The main cause of
increased task duration was the usability errors in operation due to their correlation
coefficient; especially for skilled user they showed a near linear correlation. When the
main tasks become more difficult, the performance differences across the users are
larger, as indicated by the standard deviation increase on task duration.

Therefore, task duration could better reflect the ML of learning for novice users,
while the number of usability errors is suitable to evaluate ML in familiar tasks for
average and skilled user. Moreover, the number of usability errors also shows high
correlation to subjective mental load.

Secondary Task. The memory of novice users and average users increased in lower
level tasks, which may due to a higher degree of brain excitability. Since these tasks
had no time requirement, short-term memory was not influenced by temporal stress.
The rising of difficulty level in tasks was the main cause of growing mental effort. The
skilled user had more memory loss might due to their higher self-expectation on task
accomplishment, which consists of the high mental load on performance.

Thus, RMN easily reflects user’s self-expectation of their performance.

Subjective Scale Evaluation. The mental demand, effort, frustration and temporal
demand indexes in NASA-TLX were all highly related to the number of usability
errors. Especially for mental demand index, they are linear correlated across user
groups.

Low Medium High Top

Novice min. 3.67 3.80 4.25 4.13

Average min. 3.66 4.18 4.82 4.56

Skilled min. 4.22 4.45 5.05 4.87

Novice max. 4.46 5.96 6.01 5.76

Average max. 5.20 6.36 6.59 6.30

Skilled max. 6.28 6.02 6.55 6.32

3.00

4.00

5.00

6.00

7.00
ED

A 
in

 μ
s

The min. & max. EDA values across user groups in 
different main tasks 

Fig. 6. The min. & max. EDA values of three user groups in four main tasks
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Since the participants conducted all main tasks in a quiet lab with fixed sitting
posture, the real physical demand was low. However, the correlation of physical
demand for a slight physical task like operating a Smartphone, indicate that the per-
ceived physical demand is highly influenced by mental demand.

Mental demand, frustration and temporal demand of the skilled users were all
nearly linear correlated to their number of usability errors. For the average users,
mental demand and effort showed the highest correlations to their number of usability
errors. For the novice users, their mental demand strongly related to their physical
demand.

On performance values, they had high negative correlation to the number of
usability errors. Thus, it could be explained that the participants had higher self-
expectation on task accomplishment in lab environment than in real using context,
especially the skilled users. This experienced the psychological pressure could trigger a
higher mental load.

EDA Measurement. In the pilot test, the influence of gender on the EDA was
obvious, that female participants had higher EDA level than male, and the fluctuation
was more drastic.

Actually, EDA indirectly related with mental load via user’s emotional fluctuation.
For the person who said s/he is extrovert in per-test interview, the relation between
EDA and workload is not significant. For the person who is introvert, when pressure
generated from tension and unconfident mood in more difficult tasks, the EDA fluc-
tuation would become evident, thus the average EDA values would rise. Therefore, the
EDA is more like a qualitative measurement for Smartphone ML.

However, there was an only a weak correlation between minimal EDA values and
the number of usability errors. The small sample size of novice users may cause the
high fluctuation on EDA values. Further research is needed with more participants to
find out a specific relationship between EDA and Smartphone mental load.

5 Overall Conclusion

Though the mental load assessment for Smartphone is more complex than conventional
usability tests, it could offer richer information on the correlation between different
factors that may influence the quality of use.

Furthermore, different measurements could suit to different proficiency of users.
For instance, task duration is a better proxy understanding the mental load of novice
users, while the number of usability errors is better to evaluate the mental load of the
average and skilled user.

Due to the high correlation between subjective scale and the number of usability
errors, further researches could focus on simplify this test using less measurements with
similar validity.

Besides, RNM and EDA are easily influenced by psychological pressure, which are
more related to self-expectation and personality. Further researches could explore their
relationships to Smartphone ML under time pressure.
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